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Joshua, Judges, and Ruth Sermon Series 
Supports Session 11: Compromised Potential 
Sermon Title: How the Strong Become Weak 

Passage: Judges 16:1-22 

 
Connection to Passage 
 

Samson was a man graced by God with physical strength. Yet this physically strong man made 

mistakes that made him weak. Recipients of power and strength can become arrogant and over-

confident, forfeiting their advantages. By studying Samson, insightful readers are cautioned of 

potential attitudes that can diminish their spiritual strength.   

 

Introduction 
 

Think about the things that might cause us to declare a person to be the strongest person alive. If 

a person were to pull a bus up a hill with his or her own strength as the only source of power, we 

might think about giving that person the title. If a person threw a large weight on top of a five-

story building, we might stop and watch. Lifting weights, picking up cars, and other feats of 

strength might all factor into how we designate a person as the strongest person alive. 

 

Samson is remembered as the “strong man” of the Bible. Unfortunately, he was also weak. His 

mistakes serve as warnings of practices that can make even strongest person become weak.   

 

Outline 
 

I. Do Not Dismiss Your Vulnerabilities (Judg. 16:4) 

a. In spite of his great physical strength, Samson was vulnerable to the attraction of 

women, including Delilah. He could strangle a lion and defeat an enemy, but he 

could not manage his lusts. Rather than distancing himself from his 

vulnerabilities, he got cozy with them. He allowed himself to be in the place of 

temptation.   

b. Wisdom and common sense teach us that it is best not to put yourself in settings 

where temptation is strongest. Respecting your vulnerabilities is a healthy way to 

stay on a good course.  

 

II. Do Not Depend Upon Deception (Judg. 16:7-13) 

a. Much of the banter of this chapter is in the four rounds of “sparing” with untruth. 

Delilah is deceptive in explaining that her motivation for knowing the secret of 

Samson’s strength is love. Samson is deceptive by feeding her three lies about 

ways he could lose his strength.  

b. A lie may seem convenient in the short run to enable you to get what you want, 

but in the long run it backfires.  
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III. Do Not Overestimate Your Own Abilities (Judg. 16:16-20) 

a. We can sense some of his swagger in the narrative of Samson taunting Delilah 

with his first three deceptions. Even though she had tested every false reason 

Samson gave for his strength, he still overconfidently allowed himself to fall 

asleep in her lap.  

b. When he awoke with a fresh haircut, he assumed he could easily escape as before 

(Judg. 16:20). He had gotten away before. He considered himself invulnerable, 

able to get out of any trap.  

c. When we overestimate our abilities, we underestimate the enemy. The New 

Testament warns us: “Be serious! Be alert! Your adversary the Devil is prowling 

around like a roaring lion, looking for anyone he can devour” (1 Pet. 5:8, HCSB). 

 

Conclusion 
 

People often fail to appreciate something until it is gone. Samson’s vulnerabilities, his 

deceptions, and his dependence upon himself caught up to him. His story raises the question: 

who would risk so much for so little? Actually, people do it every single day, risking a good 

marriage, good integrity, or even a good career for a quick thrill, a momentary high, or a teasing 

joke. As believers, we must be on guard to what potentially makes us weak. “Put on the full 

armor of God so that you can stand against the tactics of the Devil” (Eph. 6:11, HCSB). 
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